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England, France, or America I would want to call
myself^ a Christian, for that is the religion of those
countries; and a man who would order his life by
its tenets would keep out of trouble and be respected.
He would not think of Confucius, because he would
have no need for him or his teachings. And it is
the same way, reversed, in China ; I have no need
for Christ if I will but follow our own great sage and
philosopher. But simply because I feel no personal
call for the Christian religion I will not therefore
oppose it, since I believe that there are thousands,
perhaps millions, in China who would be somewhat
benefited by a knowledge of Jesus, especially as
they trouble themselves not at all to follow in the
ways directed by Confucius.
" Therefore I would sum up the feelings of the more
intelligent officials and literati to-day—for my own
sentiments appear to be largely shared by this class
in all the Eastern Provinces from Canton to the
Northern Capital—it is the foreigner who is disliked,
not because of his religion, but because he is otherwise
feared. He is feared not at all in this year because
he may be the agent of Jesus Christ or a follower of
that great man, but as a possible enemy to the political
and industrial independence of the country."
Readers familiar with the lucid diction and polished
style of Li's ablest Secretary, Lo Feng-loh (for
a period Chinese Minister in London), will probably
find in this passage a curious resemblance to the
matter and manner of the speeches in which he was
wont to express the Viceroy's sentiments during his
European tour.
There is no doubt that Li's original estimate of
the Christian religion and its exponents was con-
siderably modified during the period of his relations
with General Gordon, to which I have referred in an

